Woven Blue

Supplies:
- Cardboard circle
- Scissors
- Yarn
- Fabric strips
- Tape

How to:
1. Mark and cut 4 - 6 ¼ inch slits (small slits) around the edge of the circle.

2. Use a piece of yarn to wrap through the slits and across the circle. Tape ends securely on back. This is called the warp.

3. For the weft, use different pieces of fabric and yarns to weave under and over the yarn warp.

4. Start in the middle and weave out to the edge.

5. Leave the weft loose and fluffy; do not pull tight. This gives your weaving a soft texture. *Double the long pieces and weave them as one to give even more dimension.

6. Change the over/under pattern each time you add a new weaver.

7. Tuck ends into the piece when finished and color the edge of the circle if you wish.

8. Add a loop of yarn to hang it when you get home!